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Workshop Description
State agencies are faced with increasing mandates to conduct water quality monitoring while at the same time the available resources to support monitoring are declining. In developing their monitoring strategies, the states must make efficient use of a variety of monitoring techniques, such as probabilistic and targeted approaches, and must assign priorities to their monitoring objectives. This workshop will draw on the experiences of several states to present approaches that have proven effective. It is anticipated that discussion of these experiences will lead to the development of guiding principals that can be used by others as they develop their strategies.

The workshop will start with a review of the structures used in multiple-objective planning and discuss how that structure might be applied to monitoring decisions that require networks of stations serve multiple monitoring needs. It will then go to a comparison of approaches to networks and discuss how objectives described by time, space, purpose and intensity can be considered. It will then discuss how predictive tools can supplement monitoring networks to bridge across areas with insufficient network coverage.